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We examined exciton quenching mechanisms in organic electrophosphorescent emitters. As an example we
have performed detailed steady-state �dc� and alternating �ac� electric-field-modulated �photo�luminescence
�EML� studies of the green phosphorescent iridium �III� complex, �Ir�ppy�3�, doped into a hole-transporting
diamine derivative �TPD� blended with polycarbonate, varying electrode contacts from the hole-injecting
indium-tin-oxide �ITO� and Au �dc EML� to the weakly electron-injecting Al on both sides �ac EML� of a
sandwich type formed thin film samples. Analysis of ac EML results in terms of the three-dimensional �3D�-
Onsager theory of geminate recombination shows that both the EML for the Ir�ppy�3 phosphorescence and
TPD fluorescence components of the emission spectrum from the emitters is underlain by the dissociation of
Ir�ppy�3 triplet and TPD singlet exciton precursors composed of an electron and a hole separated by a distance
r0=2.1±0.1 nm. We find that for samples with the ITO/Au electrode combination, the dissociation is accom-
panied by exciton annihilation on injected charge. The annihilation proceeds by injected holes with the second
order rate constant of �Sq= �2±1��10−11 cm3/s characterizing the diffusivity of TPD singlets, and �Tq

= �1±0.5��10−14 cm3/s indicative of the relative diffusion motion of the Ir�ppy�3 triplet and a charge carrier.
It is shown that the annihilation to dissociation efficiency has a minimum at an electric field of Fmin

�106 V/cm for the present system but the derived theoretical expression allows us to predict the evolution of
Fmin with various material and sample parameters, and by this to establish criteria to assist in the optimized
design of quenching effects in organic electrophosphorescent devices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding the mechanisms underlying decay of ex-
cited states in solid organic films is one of the most impor-
tant essentials for the design of highly efficiency electrolu-
minescent emitters in organic light-emitting-devices
�LEDs�.1 It is well established that their electroluminescence
�EL� quantum efficiency �QE� rolls off at large current den-
sities following the increase in the electric field applied to
the devices.1–10 The high field drop in the QE has been ob-
served in electrofluorescent �EFL�1,3,7 and electrophospho-
rescent �EPH�5,6,8 devices, and found to reduce QE by as
much as 0.3 �Refs. 3 and 7� and 0.05 �Ref. 5� of its maxi-
mum value, respectively.

There are at least three exciton quenching processes re-
sponsible for the high field drop in the QE of organic LEDs:
�i� exciton-exciton interaction, �ii� exciton-charge carrier
�spin doublet species� interaction, and �iii� exciton dissocia-
tion. Both singlet and triplet excitons can be quenched
in these processes. Singlet-singlet annihilation has been
shown to reduce the photoluminescence �PL� efficiency
at high excitation intensity exceeding 1021 photons/cm2 s for
a common organometallic complex emitter, tris�8-
hydroxyquinoline�aluminum �Alq3�, �Refs. 1 and 10� which
would correspond to a volume-controlled current density
driving the LEDs1 of j�100 A/cm2. This value exceeds or-
ders of magnitude of the current jmax�50 mA/cm2, where
the roll-off in the EL QE apparently sets in,3,10 and seems
inaccessible in organic LEDs operated under steady-state

conditions. On the other hand it has been claimed that triplet-
triplet annihilation is responsible for the observed decrease
in the QE of organic EPH devices.5,11 The claim has been
based on a comparison of the experimental QE-current den-
sity �j� plot with the calculated dependence QE�j� resulting
from a kinetic analysis of triplet excitons for a red phospho-
rescent �PH� emitter �PtOEP� embedded in fluorescent �FL�
Alq3 dye as a matrix, and an Eu organic chelate-doped in a
bipolar conducting host.5,11 A much worse fit between theory
and experiment for PtOEP in other matrices, especially at
current densities exceeding 10 mA/cm2, and failing any one-
set parameters fit for the EPH device based on another or-
ganic phosphor, the green emitting �Ir�ppy�3� for the chemi-
cal names and molecular structures of Ir�ppy�3 see Sec. II�,
have made the triplet-triplet quenching mechanism question-
able or at least insufficient to understand the high field
quenching effects in EPH. An attempt to explain the results
employing triplet-charge carrier �polaron� annihilation has
not been conclusive though its contribution to the quenching
effect was not excluded.5,6 Recent studies of excitonic inter-
actions in PtOEP,12 and Ir�ppy�3,13 doped layers and their
neat solid thin films have shown the current density threshold
for the QE reduction by triplet-triplet interaction quenching
to be on the order �0.5–1� A/cm2, exceeding largely experi-
mental values falling in the tens of mA/cm2 range.12,13 The
electric field �F�-enhanced exciton dissociation seemed an
alternative for the high-field decrease in the QE of organic
LEDs. Indeed, an analysis based on the Poole-Frenkel �PF�
charge separation mechanism led to a good agreement to the
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curvature of the decreasing part of the QE�F� function for
Alq3-based EF LEDs, but the extracted characteristic PF pa-
rameter appeared approximately a factor of 2 smaller than its
theoretical value.14 Therefore, microscopic conditions of the
exciton dissociation process had to be specified, e.g., local
temperature, or another model for exciton dissociation pro-
posed. In our recent works we have demonstrated that the
three-dimensional �3D� Onsager theory of geminate
recombination15 can be successfully applied to explain the
photodissociation of singlet excitons in solid films of Alq3

16

and the high field roll-off in the QE of organic EL devices
based on the PH molecule Ir�ppy�3.6 However, comparing
the high-field imposed QE reduction from the EPH device
with PL quenching by an external electric field applied to
neat Ir�ppy�3 films, one arrives at the conclusion that the
field separation of the carriers depends on the production
mechanism of the emissive states. This would reflect in the
type of charge pairs preceding the dissociation events and
could alter the interrelation between various quenching
mechanisms of the excited states. For instance, the average
intercarrier distance of charge pair precursors of the excitons
appears to differ largely in neat ��3.5 nm� and blend
��2 nm� Ir�ppy�3 films.

We are concerned in this work with low optical excitation
��1015 photons/cm2 s� of thin film amorphous emitters,
where a phosphorescent guest molecules are dispersed within
a conductive host matrix made of a hole transporting mate-
rial blended with a polymer. Proceeding from optical exciton
formation, we study the dynamics of singlets and triplets of
optically active molecules under steady-state conditions until
the point of their radiative or nonradiative decay. Such films
subjected to an electric field can be considered as a model for
the emission layer in EPH LEDs, though the excitation mode
is different. The low-intensity optical excitation conditions
allow us to examine the exciton quenching mechanisms ig-
noring exciton-exciton interactions. Varying the electrode
material and its electrical bias we were able to separate the
coexisting exciton dissociation and exciton-charge carrier an-
nihilation processes, thus to find their relative contributions
as a function of applied field and various emitter parameters.
We conclude by summarizing the types of singlet and triplet
reactions in PH emitters in electric fields applied with ohmic
and weakly-injecting electrodes, and showing methods for
minimizing nonradiative exciton losses.

The paper is organized in five sections. In Sec. II the
experimental procedures are described, including the presen-
tation of the materials used. Section III presents the mea-
sured relative PL efficiency in steady-state �dc� and alternat-
ing �ac� electric fields applied through different material and
polarization combinations of electrodes to several organic
phosphor-doped solid films. The results are discussed in
terms of exciton dissociation and annihilation by injected
charge in Sec. IV. Conclusions are presented in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

ac and dc electromodulation of luminescence �EML� and
dc photoconduction �PhC� measurements were performed

on doped-blend film emitters of Ir�ppy�3 prepared by spin
coating.

A. Preparation of the samples

To compare the exciton quenching in the presence and in
the absence of space charge in organic PH emitters, different
combinations of electrodes have been used and electric field
applied to optically excited thin organic films as shown in
Fig. 1. The sandwich type samples were fabricated on
cleaned glass �or quartz� substrates precoated with indium-
tin-oxide �ITO� with a sheet resistance of �20 � / sq or a
semitransparent film of Al. All phosphor-doped emitter lay-
ers �Fig. 2� were prepared by spin coating from a 10 mg/ml
dichloromethane solution. Chosen spin coating condi-
tions �2000 rpm� led to a 50–150 nm thick emitter films
which after drying were covered by a vacuum-evaporated
top semitransparent top electrode of gold or aluminum.
The active electrode areas were between 0.05 and 0.2 cm2.
The materials used are: �Ir�ppy�3� fac tris�2-phenyl-

FIG. 1. The experimental setup of the ac and dc electromodula-
tion �EML� of the photoluminescence �PL� efficiency and dc pho-
toconduction �PhC� in thin films of phosphorescent �PH� emitters.
PL from the optically excited emitter is measured from the front-
face of the sample with the detection angle 27° �chosen arbitrarily�
in order to avoid detection of the reflected part of the exciting light.
The dc EML and PhC measurements can be conducted illuminating
the sample through either a positively or negatively biased non-
substrate �top� electrical contact of Al �a� or substrate deposited ITO
�b� using the reversing switch. �c� Electrode systems and electrode
polarization combinations used.
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pyridine�, TPD �N ,N�-diphenyl-N ,N�-bis�3-methylphenyl�-
�1,1�-biphenyl�-4 ,4�-diamine, and PC �bisphenol-A-A-
polycarbonate�. Of these materials, TPD is predominantly a
hole transporting material and PC is electronically inert. The
phosphor, �Ir�ppy�3�, is employed as a guest molecule emit-
ting PH light at �510 nm6 being redshifted with respect to
the FL emission of TPD occurring at �420 nm1,17 �see also
Sec. III A�.

B. Electromodulation measurements

The luminescence of the emitters listed in Fig. 2�a� was
excited by a light beam directed parallel to the steady state
�dc� or alternating �ac� field direction. The modulation of
photoluminescence �PL� by an ac electric field was detected
by a photomultiplier tube placed in front of the sample in a
position allowing the reflected exciting light to be effectively
avoided �Fig. 1�a��. Electromodulation of the luminescence
�EML� was induced by a sinusoidal field �F�t�=F0 sin��t��
with � /2� between 200 Hz and 2 kHz. The electrical signal
derived from the photomultiplier consisted of a steady-state
and alternating components corresponding to the time-
dependent luminescence signal expanded in a Fourier series
I�t�=�In,��t� �n=0,1 ,2 , . . . �. The quantity to be monitored
as a function of electric field and excitation wavelength is
defined here as

�2��EML =
I2��F�
I0��F�

, �1�

where I0� and I2� are the zeroth, and second Fourier compo-
nents of the luminescence intensity in the presence of an ac
modulating field with amplitude F0. A more detailed descrip-
tion of the ac EML measurements is given elsewhere.18 If
I2��F� can be approximated by a second order power func-
tion of the rms field, Frms=F0 /	2, the ac �2�� EML signal
translates in a PL intensity change �I�0�− I�F0�� / I�0�

=	2I2��Frms� / I0��Frms� describing simply the dc PL quench-
ing imposed by a steady state field of F=F0. The PL quench-
ing ratio as a function of the steady-state applied field �Fig.
1�b�� was obtained by applying a progressively increasing dc
voltage and taking an average PL intensity over a time of
about 10 s before �	0� and after �	� the voltage rise step for
each value of the voltage, an example is shown in Fig. 3. The
PL intensity was sampled every 0.3 s with a Spex Fluorolog
2 spectrofluorimeter, the results displayed by the ratio


�F� =

	�F� − 	0


	0
=


�	�F�

	0

, �2a�

or


��F� =

	�F� − 	0


	�F�
=


�	�F�

	�F�

, �2b�

as a function of the electric field �F� within the emission
ranges corresponding to the PH of the dopant and FL of the
hole transporting material, TPD. For 
�	�F�
�	�F�,

��F��
�F�. All dc electric field-induced PL modulation
measurements were carried out on the samples held in the
argon atmosphere. To observe the weak FL component of the
total emission spectrum of the emitter in ac modulation ex-
periments, a BG12, GG400 glass filters and an interference
filter �425 nm� have been applied to remove the PH emission
band. The excitation level did not exceed 1013 quanta/cm2 s
at the excitation wavelengths used, exc=350, 366, or
436 nm.

C. Conduction and photoconduction

The steady-state electrical conduction and photoconduc-
tion �PhC� measurements were performed with emitter 1 for
electrode systems I to III �see Figs. 1 and 2�. The term “emit-
ter” is used here to identify the layer containing emissive
molecular species �molecular emitters�, but not molecular
emitters themselves. A Narva 200 W mercury lamp and an
Osram 150 W xenon lamp were used as light sources. The
photocurrent was measured within the quantal intensity

FIG. 2. The emitters used to observe the EML and PhC �a�,
Ir�ppy�3 organic phosphor �b� incorporated in solid state films of
blended TPD and PC �c�. For chemical names of the molecules see
text.

FIG. 3. Illustration of the PL intensity response of an
ITO+/emitter/Au− structure to the varying dc voltage as described
in the left bottom corner of the transients. The field dependent re-
duction of the PL intensity is seen, the initial PL level being re-
stored after switching off the voltage 10 s after its switching on.
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range 1012� Iexc�1015 quanta/cm2 s and dc field range be-
tween 3�103 and 5�105 V/cm.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section EML, PhC, and dark dc electrical conduc-
tion results obtained on emitters specified in Sec. II �cf. Fig.
2� are reported. In Sec. III A we demonstrate the existence of
exciton dissociation effects in the systems studied. Then in
Sec. III B we examine the EML in the presence of injected
charge. We find the enhanced quenching efficiency to be a
result of the coexistence of dissociation and annihilation of
singlet �S-q� and triplet �T-q� excitons by charge carriers. We
found the dissociation component to be well described by the
3D Onsager theory of geminate recombination15 and the an-
nihilation component to follow a simple kinetic model for
S-q and T-q exciton quenching by charge carriers �holes�.

A. Electromodulated PL efficiency

EML experiments were performed on the PH emission
peaking at �510 nm, characteristic of Ir�ppy�3, and FL of
TPD, peaking at �420 nm. The overall PL spectrum of an
Ir�ppy�3-doped �TPD:PC� sample at various temperatures is
displayed in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows the measured electro-
modulated signals 
 �2a� of the relative PL efficiency as a
function of the electric field strength applied to two different
samples of emitter �1� taken from an eight sample bench
obtained under one preparation cycle, and to one sample of
emitter �2� using electrode system II �see Fig. 1�. The data
for a stronger-doped �10 wt. % Ir�ppy�3� sample are added
for comparison. Because of relatively low modulation sig-
nals ��2% � the modulation ratio 
 �2a� could be here iden-
tified with 
� �2b�. The experimental ac-dc converted data
�points� are compared with theoretical predictions of the 3D-
Onsager recombination model �solid lines�, assuming the ex-
citon dissociation to be the only pathway of the field-induced
nonradiative decay of photoexcited states �cf. Sec. IV�. The

nominal, F0=U /d, electric field has been used throughout
the analysis since the internal field, Fi�104 V/cm, due to
the photogenerated charge, was too weak to affect the field
noticeably. The Fi was determined from the proportionality
of the modulation signals at the first, 1� �EA�, and second,
2� �EA�, harmonic of the electroabsorption �EA� signals as
described in Ref. 19. In Fig. 6, the �Ir�ppy�3� and TPD emis-
sion quenching data for electrode system I are compared
with those for systems II and III. For the electrode configu-
ration ITO���/Au��� �system I� the field effect on the PH
exceeds up to four times that on the FL of TPD. The Onsager
fits from Fig. 5, representing the dissociation efficiency 
dis
= ��	0−	� /	0�=�	 /	0, are compared with those obtained
with the same emitter but different material and configura-
tions of electrodes in Fig. 7. They are displayed by selected
points along with dc quenching data �
� for electrode system
II and the charge quenching component, 
q=
−
dis �see Sec.
IV�.

B. Electric and photoelectric characteristics

The electrical behavior of emitters studied differs depend-
ing on the electrode configuration. No photoconduction is

FIG. 4. The emission spectra of �60–70 nm� thick emitters �2�,
recorded at seven different temperature varied by a 10 °C step from
20 to 80 °C. The TPD FL band at about 420 nm is almost two
orders of magnitude weaker than the Ir�ppy�3 PH band peaking at
about 510 nm.

FIG. 5. PL quenching �
� as a function of dc electric field ap-
plied to four emitters with electrode system II �the rms values of the
ac field strength are converted to their dc equivalents F=F0 /	2; cf.
Sec. II B�: emitter 1, two samples taken from a set of a sample
bench obtained under one preparation cycle �triangles�; emitter 2,
one sample �circles�; squares show results obtained for an emitter
containing 10 wt% of Ir�ppy�3. Two of the three plots represent the
data for the FL emission of the host component TPD �plot 1� and
PH emission from the phosphor dopant �plot 3�. All samples excited
at exc=366 nm. The solid curves are Onsager fits to the data using
Eq. �14� and demonstrate good agreement with behavior expected
for exciton dissociation. The dotted line �plot 2� represents the PL
quenching due solely to the dissociation of Ir�ppy�3 triplets, and is
extracted from the data of plot 3 accounted for quenching of TPD
singlets given by plot 1. The best fit to the data is obtained with the
following Onsager model parameters: �0=0.014, r0=2.1 nm for
plot 1, �0=0.025, r0=2.2 nm for plot 2. The initial electron-hole
separation distance, r0, has been calculated from the fitting param-
eter r0 /rc taking the Onsager radius r�19 nm typical for organic
materials ��=3� at room temperature.
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observed for the ITO/Au configuration �system I in Fig.
1�c��. Thus, its electrical conduction is determined by the
thermionic hole injection from the ITO anode. Assuming the
EML effect to be enhanced substantially by the injected
charge, one would expect the ITO��� anode to be an ohmic
contact producing a space-charge-limited current �SCLC�
which in the case of the Poole-Frenkel type field dependent
mobility can be expressed as20,21

jSCLC �
9

8

�0��0F2

d
exp�0.891��F1/2� , �3�

where d is the emitter thickness.
Indeed, the current-voltage characteristic in this case is

well approximated by a straight-line ln�j /F2�−F1/2 plot sug-
gesting the current to be a SCLC with the field dependent
mobility, �eff=�0 exp���F1/2�, where �0 is the zero-field
mobility and ���4�10−3 �cm/V�1/2 is the scaling factor
similar to that resulted from time-of-flight measurements of
hole mobility in TPD-doped PC organic films22,23 �see Fig.
8�a��. We do not analyze the reverse polarization currents
because they are largely deformed by the nature of the
vacuum-evaporated Au+ injection contact. It is known that
applying a high electric field to metal-insulator-metal struc-
tures introduces electrode material into dielectric, forming
metallic inclusions. For example, a field-induced Au+ ion
diffusion from Au anode into C70 films has been invoked to
explain 2 to 3 orders of magnitude increase of their electrical
conductivity with the field application time.24 The additional

current is thus supposed to occur due to tunneling between
metallic inclusions �see an overview in Ref. 25�, the current,
though strongly field dependent, is no longer SCLC. The
effect is absent with the initial ITO+ bias, and becomes
largely reduced �or negligible� on changing Au+ to ITO+ bias
since the fine net of Au inclusions is reformed and bulk
conductivity of the sample reestablished.

Weak photocurrents �iph� occur under illumination within
the spectral range 300–500 nm for the configuration Al/Al
�Fig. 8�b��.

IV. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Kinetic model for excitonic processes

To understand the EML results described in Sec. III A, we
generalize a kinetic model for excitonic processes to include
the electric field dependence of microscopic rate constants
for decay of primary and relaxed molecular excitonic states.
An energy level diagram for the kinetics of exciton forma-
tion and decay in the presence of electric field is shown in

FIG. 6. The electric field dependence of the PH Ir�ppy�3 and FL
TPD components of the PL quenching in emitter 1 using electrode
system I �a� and II �b�. The solid lines are guides to the eyes.

FIG. 7. The dependence of the dissociation �
dis� and charge-
induced �
q� components of the overall �
� PL quenching on the
applied electric field for Ir�ppy�3 triplets �
�T�� and TPD singlets
�
�S�� in Ir�ppy�3-doped �TPD:PC� blend �a 120 nm-thick emitter
1�. The charge quenching component is determined by the differ-
ence between the overall effect with the electrode system I and
system II, 
q=
−
dis. The solid straight lines are predictions of PL
quenching by the space charge of holes injected from the ITO���
anode. From the slopes of the straight lines the second order rate
constants �Sq= �2±1��10−11 cm3/s for hole—TPD singlet exciton
and �Tq= �1±0.5��10−14 cm3/s for hole-Ir�ppy�3 triplet exciton in-
teraction are calculated using �=3 at room temperature.
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Fig. 9. Here �I0�1−�X
�S�� is the rate of creation of host singlet

excitons �SX�, � is the linear absorption coefficient of the
exciting light �h�exc� of intensity I0, �X

�S� is the dissociation
efficiency of SX singlets; kX

�ISC� is the rate constant for the
intersystem crossing of singlets to triplets �TX�, the process
competing with the monomolecular decay of SX to the
ground state S0 and quantified by the overall rate constant
kX

�S� which includes the component of the radiative decay
underlying the host FL �h�FL�; kXY

�S� is the rate of Förster en-
ergy transfer to the guest molecules Ir�ppy�3; �Y

�S� and �Y
�T�

are the dissociation efficiencies of guest singlets �SY� and
triplets �TY�, respectively; kY

�ISC� is the rate constant of the
intersystem crossing SY →TY. The monomolecular decay rate
constant kY

�S� is negligible due to the highly efficient intersys-
tem crossing process �large kY

�ISC��. The PH emission �h�PH�
of the guest Ir�ppy�3 is driven by the radiative component of

the monomolecular decay rate kY. The rates of forward �kXY�
and back �kYX� Dexter energy transfer between TX and TY

have been shown to participate in establishing an equilibrium
with kYX /kXY =TX /TY.26

To infer on the electric field-imposed exciton quenching it
is necessary to obtain expressions for the host �TPD� FL and
guest �Ir�ppy�3� PH intensities as a function of the electric
field. These intensities are proportional to the populations of
the relaxed excited states, SX and TY, respectively, and the
steady-state kinetic equations describing these populations
are

ṠX = �I0 − kXtot
�S� SX = 0, �4�

ṠY = kXY
�S�SX − kY

�ISC�SY − kY
�S�SY = 0, �5�

ṪX = kX
�ISC�SX + kYXTY − �kXY + kX�TX = 0, �6�

FIG. 8. �a� The current density �j�—electric field �F� depen-
dence for emitter 2 �d=60 nm� with the electrode combination
ITO���/Au��� in the linear �open figures� and ln�j /F2� vs F1/2 �full
figures� representations. The straight-line plot of the latter indi-
cates the structure to be driven by SCLC conditions with a Poole-
Frenkel-type field-dependent mobility. �b� The dark-current and
photocurrent �photo� field characteristics for a 150 nm thick blend
emitter 1 for the positive �j+� and negative �j−� bias of the illumi-
nated top electrode of Al electrode system II. The photo-
currents are excited with the light of exc=366 nm at an intensity of
I=1013 ph/cm2 s.

FIG. 9. Energy levels and some photophysical processes in the
Ir�ppy�3:TPD:PC system. The ground state level has been chosen as
a reference level �i.e., E=0�. The excitation photons �exc

=350 nm�, harvested by concentration dominating TPD �X� mol-
ecules, form singlet TPD excitons �Sx�. Their radiative decay pro-
duces the TPD blue FL �h�FL�, the intersystem crossing �kX

�ISC�� to
triplets as well as the monomolecular triplet decay �kX� are negligi-
bly small as compared with the rapid energy transfer �kXY

�S�� to guest
phosphor molecules, Ir�ppy�3 �Y�, their excited singlets �SY� inter-
crossing to triplet states �TY� produce green PH light �h�PH�. Of
four dissociation channels, the dissociation of SY singlets can be
neglected since their intersystem crossing, kY

�ISC�, to TY appears to be
much more efficient. Processes ineffective in exciton decay are
marked with a cross. The monomolecular decay rate constants kX

�S�

and kY, and dissociation efficiencies �X
�S�, �X

�T�, and �Y
�T� are subject

to the electric field modulation.
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ṪY = kY
�ISC�SY + kXYTX − �kYX + kY�TY = 0, �7�

where kXtot
�S� =kX

�S�+kX
�ISC�+kXY

�S�.
These equations are readily solved if we consider the case

with the following inequalities to be fulfilled: kX�kXY, kY

�kYX, kX
�ISC��kX

�S�, kY
�S��kY

�ISC�, and kX�kY as proved for the
present system, Ir�ppy�3:TPD:PC, by the time-dependent PH
study varying the relative concentration of the phosphor,
Ir�ppy�3.26 The field dependence of both SX and TY occurs
through the field-dependent monomolecular decay rate con-
stants kX

�S� and kY. In general, they increase with electric field
due to both the relaxed field-assisted exciton dissociation
into electron-hole pairs and interaction with field-increasing
concentration of the charge injected at electrical contacts �see
Sec. IV C�. However, unlike the dissociation of near absorp-
tion edge excited states in conjugated polymers,27 the disso-
ciation of relaxed excited states in low-molecular weight or-
ganic dyes does not show up in the field-dependent rate
quenching mechanism.28,29 Therefore, we assume the electric
field effect on dissociation to appear on the initially excited
�nonrelaxed� host singlet ��X

�S�� and guest triplet ��Y
�T�� pre-

cursors of the final emissive states, the effect to be observed
through the amplitude quenching of the time-resolved lumi-
nescence. Then, the concentrations of host singlets and guest
triplets resulting from the solutions of Eqs. �4�–�7� must be
multiplied by suitable field-dependent reduction factors �1
−�X

�S�� and �1−�Y
�T��. We obtain

SX�F� =
�I0�1 − �X

�S��F��
kXtot

�S� �F�
, �8�

TY�F� = �1 − �Y
�T��F��

�I0�1 − �X
�S��F��

kXtot
�S� �F�

kXY
�S�

kYtot�F�
, �9�

where kYtot�F�=kYX+kY�F� with kY�F�=kY�0�+kq
�T��F�. The

kq
�T� represents the guest triplet decay component due to

triplet-charge carrier interaction, thus being a function of the
applied field. Since 	X

�S��F��SX�F�, 	X
�S��0��SX�0�, and

	Y
�T��F��TY�F�, 	Y

�T��0��TY�0�, the overall field-induced
PL quenching ratio �2b� can be approximated by


� � 
�T�� + 
�S�� = �
q
�T�� + 
dis

�T�� + �
q
�S�� + 
dis

�S�� �10�

using the zero-field FL and PH intensities 	X
�S��0� and

	Y
�T��0� determined from Eqs. �8� and �9� with �X

�S�=�Y
�T�=0

and constant values of kXtot
�S� �0� and kYtot�0�. Equation �10� has

been derived with reasonable assumptions �X
�S�, �Y

�T��1 and
moderate values of 
q

�S��, 
q
�T��. Experimentally, 
�S�� and 
�T��

can be separated by measuring EML on the host and guest
emission bands apparent in the PL spectrum of Fig. 4. Given
that 
dis

�S��=
dis
�S� and 
dis

�T��=
dis
�T� are measured with the Al/

emitter/Al structure �Fig. 5�, it is possible to extract 
q
�S��

=
�S��−
dis
�S� for the emission of TPD and 
q

�T��=
�T��−
dis
�T� for

the emission of Ir�ppy�3 when the ITO/Au electrode combi-
nation is used �Fig. 6�. The results are displayed in Fig. 7
comparing the total quenching, 
, with its dissociation, 
dis,
and charge-induced, 
q, components for both the FL of TPD
and PH of Ir�ppy�3. We note that the field dependence of 
dis

�T�

displayed in Fig. 7�a� is based on the data of Fig. 5 repre-
sented by curve 2 correcting the measured effect on the PH
�curve 3� for the EML of TPD �curve 1�.

B. Exciton dissociation

According to the analysis of Secs. IV A and IV D, the
EML observed with emitters sandwiched between two Al
electrodes is due to the electric-field assisted dissociation of
host singlet �SX� and triplet �TX�, and guest triplet �TY� exci-
tons. The exciton dissociation is commonly considered as a
two-step process: �i� the initial separation �r0� forming a two-
particle system of geminate electron �e�-hole �h� pair �e-h�,
and �ii� the diffusive motion in their mutual Coulomb field.

The probability ���r�� that a pair with an e-h separation
distance r escapes geminate recombination can be calculated
by solving the differential equation30

D��2��r� −
1

kT
� ��r� � ��r�� − K�r���r� = 0, �11�

where D is the sum of the diffusion coefficients of the charge
carriers and ��r� is their potential energy, which in the pres-
ence of an external electric field �F� directed along r is given
by

��r� = −
e2

4��0�r
− eFr . �12�

Here, e stands for the electronic charge, �0 is the vacuum
dielectric permittivity, � is the relative dielectric constant, k
is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the temperature. The
crucial point is the reaction rate constant K�r� determining
the sink term −K�r���r�. This constant is a function of r
reflecting boundary conditions for Eq. �11�. Even a relatively
simple exponential function K�r�=A exp�−c�r-L�� with a
scaling parameter c and A=K�r� at the charge contact dis-
tance r=L, requires advanced numerical methods to solve
Eq. �11�. However, the calculations made with such a
distance-dependent intrinsic reaction rate and L=0.6 nm
show ��F� to be well approximated by the 3D Onsager
model16 for a steep functions of K�r� �e.g., c=0.1 nm−1�.31

This model assumes the recombination probability equal 1 to
occur at L=0. In the absence of external electric field the
escape probability is given by

��r0,F = 0� = exp�− rc/r0� , �13�

where rc is the Onsager radius defined by rc=e2 /4��0�kT,
and r0 is the initial e-h separation distance. In the presence of
an external field, the escape probability averaged over the
charge pair orientation increases according to 15,32

��r0,F� = �0�1 − �−1�
m=1

�

Pm�rc/r0�Pm���� , �14�

where �0 defines the initial field-independent dissociation ef-
ficiency, Pm��� is the incomplete � function of integral order
m, and �=er0
F
 /kT. We fit the field dependence of the EML
from Al/emitter/Al structures to Eq. �14� to determine the
values of �0 and r0. The fits are accurate for electric fields
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above 0.5�106 V/cm proving the Onsager model 1938 can
be successfully used to predict the EML in the absence of
space charge �see Fig. 5�.

C. Charge modulation of PL

An additional quenching mechanism appears in emitters
containing space charge. This is the exciton-charge carrier
annihilation process expected to operate with our ITO���/
emitter/Au��� structure �see Sec. III A�. As discussed previ-
ously, the j-F dependence observed in this structure reveals
the SCLC features with discrete traps and field-dependent
mobility. It therefore follows that the average concentration
of charge �holes� in the bulk of the emitter is proportional to
the applied field:1,33

n̄ =
3

2

�0�

e

F

d
, �15�

where d is the emitter thickness.
The charge interaction with excitons increases the mono-

molecular rate constants for both singlet and triplet excitons
by terms �Sqn̄ and �Tqn̄, where �Sq and �Tq are the second
order rate constants for singlet exciton- and triplet exciton-
charge carrier interaction, respectively. One would expect the
charge quenching components of the EML signal


q
�S� =

3

2

�0�

ed
�S�SqF and 
q

�T� =
3

2

�0�

ed
�T�TqF �16�

to be proportional to the applied field assuming the intrinsic
lifetime and the interaction rate constants of excitons, �S

= �ktot
�S��F=0��−1 and �Sq for singlets, and �T= �ktot

�T��F=0��−1

and �Tq for triplets, to be field independent. Both 
q
�S� and 
q

�T�

can be fairly well approximated by straight-line plots as
shown in Fig. 7. From their slopes �Sq= �2±1�
�10−11 cm3/s and �Tq= �1±0.5��10−14 cm3/s follow using
�=3, d=150 nm, �S=1 ns34 and �T=7 �s.26 If the quenching
process is governed by the relative motion of the exciton and
the carrier �hole�, the sum of their diffusion coefficients can
be calculated on the basis of these values of �S,Tq

DS,T + Dq = �S,Tq/4�R , �17�

where DS,T and Dq are the diffusion coefficients of the singlet
or triplet exciton and the carrier, respectively, and R is the
exciton capture radius. The Einstein relation correlates di-
rectly Dq with the carrier mobility �, Dq=�kT /e. Therefore,
in disordered solids with a field dependent mobility �see Sec.
III B�, one would expect �S,Tq to vary with electric field. The
approximately linear increase of the emission quenching
with field �Fig. 7� indicates, however, DS,T�Dq and �S,Tq to
be constants determined by the motion of singlet and triplet
excitons with the respective diffusion coefficients DS�3
�10−5 cm2/s and DT=8�10−9 cm2/s obtained from Eq.
�17� with a reasonable assumption R�1–2 nm identified ei-
ther with an average spacing between molecules of TPD or
Ir�ppy�3. The value of DS is two orders of magnitude smaller
than that found in neat TPD films.34 The obvious reason for

this difference is the strongly competitive process of
singlet energy transfer to Ir�ppy�3 molecules in
Ir�ppy�3-doped �TPD:PC� blend films studied in the present
work �see Fig. 9�. Let us consider a sample of
6%Ir�ppy�3 :75%TPD:19%PC in which the average
intermolecular distance of TPD host molecules is
RXX�0.98 nm and average host-guest intermo-
lecular spacing RXY �0.85 nm. The hopping rate of singlet
excitons between host molecules of TPD is �h=6DS
/RXX

2 �2.5�109 s−1. The energy transfer rate con-
stant can be evaluated from the Förster radius R0�3
nm, intrinsic exciton lifetime, �S=1 ns �Ref. 34�
and RXY as kXY

�S� =�S
−1�R0 /RXY�6�2�1012 s−1 �see Ref.

26�. Thus, �h /kXY
�S� �1.25�10−3 which reflects well

the relation �Sq�X+Y� /�Sq�X�=DS�X+Y� /DS�X���310−5

cm2/s� / �5�10−3 cm2/s��0.6�10−2 between singlet exci-
ton annihilation rate constants in blend �X+Y� and neat TPD
�X� films. Comparing �S with �kXY

�S��−1 provides an evidence
for the relation kXY

�S��kX assumed in solving the set of kinet-
ics equations �4�–�7�. The negligence of Dq might not be
correct for Ir�ppy�3 dispersed in high carrier mobility matri-
ces such as TPD. For example, the time-of-flight meas-
ured electron and hole mobilities in similar films of
�4,4�-N,N�-dicarbazole-diphenyl �CBP� : Ir�ppy�38 wt. %�,
has been found to follow a typical Poole-Frenkel type
field increase �see Sec. III B� with a scaling factor
���10−3 �cm/V�1/2.35 This yields Dq�10−9–10−8 cm2/s at
fields above 0.8 MV/cm, the values much less than DS, but
comparable with DT at room temperature. Thus, one would
expect a field increase in �Tq which in the case of Ir�ppy�3

triplets shows up in a noticeable deviation of 
q
�T��F� data

from its linear approximation in Fig. 7�a�. However, the dif-
ference between the zero field and a high field value of the
triplet-charge carrier interaction rate constant 
�Tq�F=0�
−�Tq�F=106 V/cm�
�1.5�10−14 cm3/s, due to this deflec-
tion, does not exceed a factor of 1.5 of its average value
resulting from the slope of the straight-line plot of 
q

�T��F� as
demonstrated above.

D. Dissociation versus charge quenching

Recalling the results of the preceding section, it is seen
that the presence of holes injected from the ITO anode into
the emitter bulk reduces excitons’ lifetime leading to PL
quenching effects. The quantitative data have been based on
the premise that the quenching observed in the Al/emitter/Al
structure is due solely to exciton dissociation. However,
exciton-charge carrier interaction is conceivable to occur in
this structure due to charge carriers �electrons� injected pos-
sibly at the Al electrode/emitter interface. This point is of
crucial importance for the separation of field- and charge-
induced PL quenching mechanisms. To assess the role of the
charge injected on Al contacts, an asymmetry in the dark
current for positive �j+� and negative �j−� polarization of top
electrode Al �Fig. 8�b�� could be employed and a difference
or its lack in the dc EML effect observed. However, due to
low signals and the long retention time of the charge in
samples, highly unreliable �irreproducible� results are ob-
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tained using the steady-state electric field modulation
method. A plausible alternative was to use a phase sensitive
technique applying alternating voltage �Fig. 1�a�� and record-
ing the second harmonic PL signal �1�. By this a possibility
to reproducibly measure low signals has been accomplished
and, moreover, the elimination of the PL quenching by
deeply trapped charge achieved. With the alternating voltage
frequency ��200 Hz–2 kHz, only the exciton-free charge
carrier quenching could eventually be detected in the modu-
lation signal. The measured second harmonic PL quenching
signals showed no dependence on � within this range and,
moreover, its phase shift with respect to the fundamental
frequency of the ac applied voltage was observed. The pres-
ence of the trapped charge has been detected by the indepen-
dent electroabsorption measurements at first and second har-
monics as described in Ref. 19. For the thermal release times
�rel��−1�5 ms �average trap depth �0.5 eV�, the trapped
carriers do not contribute to the ac modulation effect. On the
other hand, the concentration of free charges �ne�4
�1011/cm3 at F=106 V/cm�, calculated from the highest
steady-state current �see Fig. 8�b�� with the high-field mobil-
ity ��F=106 V/cm��1.5�10−7 cm2/V s,35 is too low to
modulate the PL signal on the 0.1% level with any realistic
value of the interaction rate constant. For example, taking

S�0.2% at F=106 V/cm for the fluorescence of TPD com-
ponent in Fig. 5, we find �Sq�
S /ne�S�5�10−6 cm3/s
��S=1 ns �Ref. 34�� which, in turn, yields the singlet exciton
diffusion coefficient DS�4 cm2/s, the value that unrealisti-
cally exceeds by three orders of magnitude the value of DS
for 100% TPD layer.34 Therefore, the only reason for the ac
PL quenching in samples with Al/Al electrodes is the elec-
tric field-assisted dissociation of the emissive states. In con-
trast, the much higher EML effect for the ITO���/emitter/

Au��� structure allowed us to apply successfully the dc
modulation technique as sketched in Fig. 1�b� and illustrated
in Fig. 3. The hole injection current in this structure exceeds
3 to 4 orders of magnitude the electron injection in the Al/
emitter/Al structure �see Fig. 8�, which along with its SCL
behavior �3� indicates a fast release of shallow trapped holes.
Consequently, a 10 s duration field step resulted in the
charge concentration change given by n̄ �15�.

We now compare the PH quenching imposed by dissocia-
tion �
dis� of unrelaxed triplet excited states and that resulted
from relaxed triplet exciton-charge carrier interaction �
q

�T��.
In Fig. 10 both 
q

�T� and 
dis along with their ratio �
q
�T� /
dis�

and total quenching signal, 
=
dis+
q
�T�, are presented as a

function of electric field. It follows from the models de-
scribed in Secs. IV B and IV C that the charge quenching 
q

�T�

increases linearly or slightly supralinearly with electric field
�assuming ohmicity of the injecting contacts to be preserved�

FIG. 10. Comparison of the total �
�, charge-induced �
q�, and
dissociation �
dis� component electric field evolution of the phos-
phorescence quenching along with the field dependence of the

q /
dis ratio. The solid curves represent theoretical plots according
to Eq. �14� for 
dis �using Onsager parameters �0=0.025 and
r0 /rc=0.115�, according to Eq. �18� for 
q �using �=3, �T=1.5 �s,
and �0=8�10−15 cm3/s�, and according to Eq. �18� for 
q /
dis

with parameters as above. The overall quenching effect 
 is ob-
tained by summing these two components. The squares stand for the

q /
dis ratio resulting from the experiment.

FIG. 11. The theoretical predictions according to Eq. �18� of the
charge-induced component relative to dissociation-imposed quench-
ing �
q� /
dis�� as a function of electric field and exciton lifetime
��T�. The curves are parametric in r0 /rc �1: 0.08, 2: 0.10, 3: 0.12, 4:
0.15; 5: 0.20� with �0=0.1 for a sample d=100 nm and �=1 �s �a�;
�T with �0=0.1, r0 /rc=0.12, and d=100 nm, �0=8�10−15 cm3/s,
and �q=1.3�10−3 �cm/V�1/2 �b�; and d=50–200 nm with �0

=0.1, r0 /rc=0.12, and 
dis=2.15% �c�.
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whereas the initially increasing dissociation component of
the quenching �
dis� saturates at high electric fields �F
�106 V/cm�. This leads their ratio


q
�T�


dis
=

3

2

e�0��T�Tqr0F2

kTd�0�1 − �eFr0/kT��
m=1

�

Pm�rc/r0�Pm�eFr0/kT��
�18�

to reveal a minimum at a field Fmin dependent on character-
istic parameters of two coexisting mechanisms of exciton
quenching. An obvious message that follows from this non-
monotonic behavior of the 
q-to-
dis ratio is that increasing
field reduces progressively the role of the charge quenching
mechanism of PL in the low field limit in favor of the disso-
ciation quenching which becomes less important at high
electric fields. To improve performance of organic LEDs the
contribution of component 
q must be minimized using ma-
terials with strongly bound excitons and strong off-diagonal
disorder. The former translates into a weak dissociation abil-
ity of excited states, reflected in low values of Onsager pa-
rameters �0 and r0.

To illustrate how the field-dependent relative contribu-
tions of two quenching components �
dis ,
q� respond to vari-
ous model parameters, plots 
q

��T� /
dis as a function of F are
presented in Fig. 11 for a slightly increasing function of
�Tq�F�=�0 exp��qF1/2� with �0=8�10−15 cm3/s and ��

=1.3�10−3 �cm/V�1/2, typical emitter thicknesses d
=50–200 nm and variable exciton lifetime, �T. They demon-
strate that the minimum of the ratio 
q

��T� /
dis occurs at Fmin
well above 105 V/cm and shifts still towards higher fields by
about one order of magnitude as the initial separation param-
eter, r0, decreases from 3.8 to 1.5 nm �Fig. 11�a��. We note
that according to Eq. �18� varying the initial dissociation
efficiency, �0, does not change the minimum position, but
shifts the curve up or down �not shown in the figure�. Fol-
lowing the predictions of Eq. �18�, a monotonous shift to
higher values of the ratio is observed as the triplet lifetime
increases �Fig. 11�b�� and sample thickness decreases �Fig.
11�c��.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The quantum efficiency roll-off observed commonly with
organic LEDs operating at high electric fields is due to in-

creasing fate of emissive states and their precursors. Study-
ing the PL emission from typical phosphorescent LED emit-
ters such as Ir�ppy�3 in electric fields at relatively low light
excitation intensities we demonstrated the PL quenching to
be in general underlain by the coexistence of two mecha-
nisms: �i� electric-field assisted dissociation, and �ii� exciton-
charge carrier interaction. They could be separated and their
contributions to the total quenching effect �
� established by
an examination of identical systems provided with a combi-
nation of either low- or high-work function electrical con-
tacts. A demarcation electric field strength �Fmin� can be de-
fined, where the dissociation quenching component �
dis�,
following the 3D Onsager model of geminate recombination,
saturates but charge quenching component �
q� still increases
monotonously. The ratio 
q /
dis reveals a minimum at that
field, the charge quenching component becomes maximally
reduced. The Fmin is linked to the likelihood of geminate
recombination of charge pairs created from excitons. Efforts
to reduce the electric field quenching effect should therefore
concentrate on minimizing the initial dissociation efficiency
and separation distance between pair carriers produced in the
course of exciton dissociation that is to select emitters with
strongly bound excitons. The charge quenching component
has been shown to occur through either mobile exciton-
charge carrier interaction governed by exciton diffusion and
a charge carrier motion-affected process for slow �or immo-
bile� excitons. Its reduction requires molecular systems with
low exciton diffusivity and relatively strong disorder in ad-
dition to short lifetime of triplet excitons. Manipulating
sample parameters such as thickness or ambient conditions
such as temperature allows us to optimize the charge-to-
dissociation quenching ratio.

Once both the origin of the quenching of excited states
and electrical processes are quantified, methods for molecu-
lar scale and device structures manipulation for the predic-
tion of the emission efficiency of organic emitters at high
electric fields may become possible.
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